
2000 SMILES   

 

With your help we can achieve our commitment to do everything possible so that each child has a smile 

on this important date. Christmas is a magical event where with little efforts we can achieve great 

results. 

 

Christmas is also a date of hope, it is because it offers the opportunity to start over, to celebrate the 

birth of a child and the rebirth of the world. The lights of the Christmas tree are a symbol of a new sun 

that will bring light and the joy of a new life. The gifts that the child receives symbolize the "gifts" of the 

three Wise Men. 

 

This time in the life of a child is so important as it leaves an indelible mark. Who of us does not 

remember that pleasant feeling and of immense well-being that a gift left us on Christmas night when 

we were little! 

 

Summary 

At Jangelicas we will do our best to give you more of a smile with the Just for a smile project 

under an inclusive approach with emphasis on meeting the basic material needs of families 

with children living in Miami Dade, Lee, Monroe y  Collier Counties, with the objective of 

reducing the risk of psychological affectations in children, it is intended to deliver 2000 gifts. 

 

Objective 

Reduce the vulnerability of children and the psychological effects that they may suffer during 

the Christmas celebration. 

 

Justificación 

During and after the COVID 19 pandemic, thousands of families lost their jobs and their living 

conditions changed. All over the world but mainly in the United States of America, there are 

many families that still suffer the economic and psychological consequences of the pandemic. 

Children are at risk of psychological damage due to the drastic change imposed by COVID; 

however, the economic and material condition also turns out to be fundamental in the 

development of children. 

 



 

From the above we understand that children regardless of their social conditions, especially 

those most in need, deserve attention and support to promote the development of their 

attitudes and skills. In this order of ideas, a child who does not receive gifts at Christmas, 

compared to the one who receives, will not lose his life, but her emotional development will be 

subject to seeing what others have and what he does not. 

 

In this order of ideas, it is possible to identify that there are many homes where the economic 

condition does not allow children to enjoy a gift this year, therefore we propose the Just for a 

smile project with the intention of bringing more than a toy, giving away a smile to 2000 

children. 

 

Population to be benefited 

2,000 children from families living in Miami Dade, Lee, Monroe and Collier counties 

 

Problematic 

Difficulty of access to economic resources of many families in Miami Dabe County to give gifts 

to children at Christmas 

 

Problematic intervention proposal 

Bring 6,000 gifts to children in material conditions of inequality in Miami Date, Lee, Monroe and 

Collier counties 

 

Estimated budget: $ 40,000 ($ 20 per child) 

 


